
 

Minions is a 2015 American computer-animated comedy film, serving as a spin-off/prequel to the Despicable Me film series. Produced by Illumination Entertainment for Universal Pictures, it was animated by Illumination Mac Guff and distributed by Universal Studios. Written and directed by Kyle Balda and Pierre Coffin, respectively, it features the voices of Coffin (as Minions; also known as
"Bob"), Sandra Bullock (as Scarlet Overkill), Jon Hamm (as Herb Overkill), Michael Keaton (as Ray), Steve Coogan (as Stuart Price), Jennifer Saunders (as Queen Elizabeth II), Geoffrey Rush, Allison Janney and Steve Carell. 

Minions is a 2015 American computer-animated comedy film, serving as a spin-off/prequel to the Despicable Me film series. Produced by Illumination Entertainment for Universal Pictures, it was animated by Illumination Mac Guff and distributed by Universal Studios. Written and directed by Kyle Balda and Pierre Coffin, respectively, it features the voices of Coffin (as Minions; also known as
"Bob"), Sandra Bullock (as Scarlet Overkill), Jon Hamm (as Herb Overkill), Michael Keaton (as Ray), Steve Coogan (as Stuart Price), Jennifer Saunders (as Queen Elizabeth II), Geoffrey Rush, Allison Janney and Steve Carell. In 1960, a pregnant woman named Scarlet Overkill and her husband Herb kidnap Dr. Nefario from a secret robot-making facility in the Arctic Circle, to help them participate
in a heist to steal the Great Pyramid of Giza. In the present day, the Minions have found Scarlet's old lair and have gone into business for themselves. They have taken control of a cruise ship, The Queen Elizabeth II, converting it into a pirate ship while collecting as much stolen jewelry as they can. They hear that Scarlett is planning to destroy all the world's superheroes with a giant laser beam while
giving a speech at their annual convention in London. The minions decide to infiltrate the convention to stop Scarlet from destroying any superheroes. They accidentally end up there just as Tony, an inventor, plans to present his latest invention, the world's first portable super-prison. The minions steal it and accidentally release just one supervillain, named El Macho. He becomes the first supervillain
to defeat a superhero using Tony's invention. However, El Macho becomes distracted by his love interest, Penelope. After escaping the prison, El Macho is almost defeated by Scarlet's husband Herb but escapes. Scarlet's son Antonio reveals he has no desire to be evil like his mother and father because he believes that it is easier for good guys to be evil than bad guys because good guys look better.
Scarlet's husband Herb reveals that he killed his own father in order to be in charge of the gang. Scarlet reveals she had her unborn child taken by Dr. Nefario, but is forced to kill him when he demands the baby only because he wants to get rid of it. Scarlet's husband tries to get rid of Antonio, but Antonio fights back using his superpowers unknown to his parents. Scarlet realizes that Antonio is
stronger than she thought and gives him more of her powers, making him the more powerful El Macho. Tony gets more of Herb's inventions stolen and El Macho attempts to use them on Scarlet but fails.
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